This paper applies specific information item selection using a method developed by T. Davey and M. Fan (2000) to a multiple-choice passage-based reading test that is being developed for computer administration. Data used to calibrate the multidimensional item parameters for the simulation study consisted of item responses from randomly equivalent groups of approximately 3,000 examinees each, each group taking 1 of 8 operational fixed forms from an existing paper-and-pencil test of reading comprehension. The main finding of the study was that the use of specific information item selection greatly aided efforts in creating a computer adapted test that met all the requirements of content specialists while at the same time controlling measurement precision. Although there were many complications in selecting the passage pool, it was worth the trouble because content specialists, under the current design, are able to review the combination of passages examinees can see beforehand, ensuring that each examinee will be administered a test that meets content requirements. Exposure control is done automatically at the passage level, and measurement precision can be specified because of the use of specific information item selection. The study provides evidence that the target information functions can be fairly well matched on average across the ability scale, but no evidence has been presented to show that this finding would hold for all simulated examinees within each score category. (SLD)
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This paper applies specific information item selection to a multiple-choice passage-based test that is being developed for computer administration. The specific information item selection method is described in detail in Davey and Fan (2000), and so is only briefly described here. The method represents a practical alternative to standard maximum information item selection commonly used with adaptive tests. Although maximum information item selection maximizes the precision with which each examinee is measured, it does so at the expense of neglecting other important test characteristics. As described in Davey and Fan (2000), selecting items by maximum information has the potential disadvantages of variable measurement precision for examinees of the same ability, test measurement characteristics that are unduly dependent on the composition of the item pool, and a less balanced use of the item pool. The main feature of specific information item selection is that the highest discriminating items are reserved for those examinees that really need them, and consequently, target information functions can be matched with maximal use of the item pool. A further advantage of specific information item selection is that the measurement characteristics of tests are less dependent upon the composition of the item pool than with other item selection methods. This considerably simplifies the task of forming item pools, as it is not necessary to form strictly parallel pools.

Reading Test Content Specifications

Our focus is a test of reading comprehension we are currently designing as a passage-
based, multiple-choice CAT. To describe how specific item information was applied in a computer-simulated version of the test it is first necessary to describe the content requirements of the test.

Content requirements specify that each examinee answer multiple choice questions associated with four reading passages. Each passage will have 15 items associated with it that will be pretested and we expect that at least 13 of these items will be judged acceptable for inclusion in an operational test. From this set of 13 items the CAT algorithm will select the items to be administered to the examinee for that passage. Passages are divided into four content types, and content constraints specify that each examinee’s test should contain passages from the four content types in a specified order. Thus, a passage from content type I is administered first, then a passage from content type II, etc. Although each of the four passages administered are from a different content type, the contents are related in such a way that the scores from passages 1 and 3 are combined into a subscore, and the scores from passages 2 and 4 are likewise used to form a subscore. The scores reported thus consist of an overall score and the two subscores.

In addition to having a passage from each of the four content areas, a number of formal and informal test construction rules need to be adhered to. For this reason, it would be preferable for content specialists to be able to review the passages received by the examinee ahead of time, to insure that all test construction rules are followed. However, using fixed forms would prevent adaptively selecting the passages. In choosing a CAT design, we considered three alternatives. One was to have the test administer preselected fixed forms, which is not a CAT at all of course. The second option would be to select passages and items in real time. In this case, each examinee would receive a set of passages that was best suited for their ability, and within each
passage, a set of items also tailored to their ability. A major disadvantage of this approach is that it prevents content specialists from reviewing forms ahead of time, and so would necessitate an extensive set of test construction rules to be encoded into the CAT passage selection algorithms. As noted before, the current fixed form test construction rules are complicated and in some cases not even fully formalized. Consequently, encapsulating these rules into computer code would be difficult, if not impossible. This leads to the third alternative for the CAT, which would be to fix the passage sequence but to have the items associated with each passage selected in real time. This was the option we chose, as it allows greater flexibility than using preselected fixed forms, and seems from the point of view of test construction to be more practical than selecting passages in real time.

Another design decision involved allowing examinees the opportunity to preview and review items within a passage. This was judged by content specialists to be essential given the nature of the test. However, by allowing item preview/review, the items of a passage must be administered as set, requiring the CAT algorithm to select all of the items corresponding to a passage prior to administering that passage. Another design decision was that we prefer to administer a fixed number of items to examinees due to speededness concerns.

Sample size limitations for pretesting will probably mandate that the algorithms that drive the CAT's item selection routines be based on a unidimensional IRT model. However, we have found that when conducting simulation studies it is more realistic to generate simulated data using a multidimensional model (Davey, Nering, & Thompson, 1997). Using a multidimensional model for the data allows one to test the robustness of the unidimensional model to realistic violations of model assumptions. The data used to calibrate the multidimensional item parameters for our simulation consisted of item responses from randomly
equivalent groups of approximately 3000 examinees each, each group taking one of eight operational fixed forms from an existing paper and pencil test of reading comprehension. A complete description of the data generation process can be found in the series of papers Nering, Thompson and Davey, (1997), Reckase, Thompson, and Nering (1997), and Thompson, Davey, and Nering (1997). The item pool for the simulation consisted of 32 reading passages and a total of 416 multiple-choice items.

Finding Acceptable Passage Sets

For purposes of controlling the frequency with which passages appear together, which may be thought of as a form of exposure control, we may choose to have anywhere from several dozen to more than one hundred passage combinations. Even with this many passages, content specialists will still be able to carefully review the suitability of each combination prior to the test administration. Our simulated pool has eight passages of each of the four content types so there are \(8^4\) (\(= 4096\)) possible passage combinations—many more than we need for purposes of passage exposure control. It makes sense then to choose passage combinations that are in some way optimal. One useful property we could require of our passage combinations would be for each set to contain a sufficient amount of information across the entire ability range, so that any examinee's ability could be well estimated regardless of the examinee's true ability. Passage sets that are low in information for certain parts of the ability continuum are not so desirable.

To operationalize the idea of meeting information constraints across the entire range of ability, the average information value for each of the two subscores was calculated across all of the 32 passages that formed our fixed form pool. These average information values represent our target information for the CAT. Ideally, every passage combination would contain enough information to match the average subscore information at every ability level.
The amount of unidimensional information that is obtained by a passage depends upon the particular items that are used with the passage. In our pool of 416 items, up to 13 items may be used with each passage. As stated previously, our simulated CAT will administer a fixed number of items to each examinee and these items will have to be selected by the CAT algorithm prior to administering the passage in question. Information values were obtained for each of the $8^4$ passage combinations based on 8-11 items per passage. Seven ability values that spanned the range of ability were used to calculate the information, with the items being selected so as to maximize the possible information at each ability level. These values represent the amount of information that could be obtained if the ability parameter were known \textit{a priori}, i.e., with perfect item selection. The number of passage combinations that meet or exceed the average information value for \textbf{all} ability levels is given in Table 1.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Number of items in passage & Number of combinations meeting restrictions \\
\hline
8 & 0 \\
9 & 0 \\
10 & 36 \\
11 & 147 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Number of four-passage combinations that meet or exceed the average information values at all ability levels.}
\end{table}

As can be seen from the table, 10 items per passage are required before any of the passage combinations meet the constraints for all ability levels, and even with 10 items per passage only 36 combinations exist.

It was thought that the number of required items could be reduced by adding a degree of passage adaptiveness to the CAT to allow the examinees' responses to influence the passage sequence administered. To implement this adaptiveness a multistage test was devised, wherein the first passage is administered to the examinee at random from the pool of passages eligible to
be administered in the first position. Then the examinee’s ability parameter is estimated and compared to a cut score. The cut score determines which of two three-passage sets the examinee will receive to complete their test. We refer to the passage combinations in the multistage method a passage set. Each set has seven passages associated with it, including the routing passage and two three-passage sets, only one of which would be administered to the examinee. Using passage sets increase the number of possible passage combinations to \(8^7 = 2,097,152\), and the number of these that meet or exceed the average information values at all ability levels is given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of items in passage</th>
<th>Number of combinations meeting restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>59040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>107442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>199248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>345548</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of seven-passage combinations that meet or exceed the average information values at all ability levels.

Notice that with passage sets there are a large number of combinations meeting the information constraints, even with only eight items per passage. Yet, using passage sets will still allow content specialists to preview the tests prior to administration.

Although it not difficult to find all possible passage sets that meet the information constraints, a harder task is to form a pool of 40-50 passage sets so that every passage is equally likely to be selected. This is necessary to prevent the more informative passages from being overused. In a separate section given below, we present the details of an algorithm we developed to sort through the thousands of acceptable combinations and find a pool of passage sets that most nearly equalizes the frequency of passage administration. One finding that came out of the study was that no combination of forms was found that allowed all of the passages to be used
when each passage contained eight items. The best that could be done was for the first and third passages administered to contain nine items, and the other two administered passages eight items each. The number of acceptable passage sets found under these conditions was 104249.

CAT Administration Procedure

The previous sections detailed the steps leading up to the CAT administration procedure. We summarize these as follows.

1. Test developers set information targets that best complement the purposes of the test.
   In our case, the test purposes are consistent with the notion that all examinees at the same ability level should be measured to same degree of precision. This implies that maximum information item selection would not be appropriate for our needs.

2. A multistage testing model is selected to allow some degree of adaptive passage selection. The multistage testing model, along with test length, is selected so that test information targets can be met.

3. Passage set combinations are selected to form a pool. The selection is done so that each passage in the pool will be administered with approximately equal frequency.

With these preliminary steps completed, the actual process of administering the CAT may begin. The following seven steps outline the administration of the CAT reading test using the multistage method.

1. A passage set is selected at random from a pool of eligible combinations. The passage sets included in the pool would be carefully examined by content specialists to ensure that all content criteria were fully met. Also, the pool of passage sets would need to contain an equal representation of all of the available passages. This would build in a kind of exposure control for each passage.
2. A predetermined number of items from the first passage are selected at random. The items would be selected at random since the CAT algorithm would have no knowledge of the examinee's ability before the test begins. Another option would be to administer a predetermined set of items. Due to exposure control concerns, however, a better idea might be to use a number of predetermined item sets in such a way so as to ensure that all the items from the passage were used with equal frequency across examinees. The use of predetermined item sets would also reduce the possibility of a test being poorly matched to an examinee's ability, which would be more likely with random selection of items.

3. An ability estimate is determined from the examinee's responses to the items from the first passage and is compared to a cut score to select which of two three-passage sets is used to complete the test. We operationalized this in the simulation by numerically integrating the examinee's posterior ability estimate against the information functions of the two three-passage sets. The three-passage set with the greater potential information for the examinee's posterior is selected.

4. After the administration of each passage, the target information function for the subscore in question is updated. The update consists of reducing the target to account for the information already obtained. Then, an information target value for each subscore is obtained by numerically integrating each target information function over the posterior estimate of ability for the examinee. Thus, each subscore information target value is a scalar number that is essentially the expected target information for the examinee's ability estimate.

5. The item information function for each item associated with the second passage is numerically integrated over the posterior estimate of ability for the examinee. This gives an item
information value (a scale number) that represents the expected information of the item for the examinee in question.

6. A predetermined number of items, let us say \( x \), are then selected to be administered. The set of \( x \) items selected is the one with item information values (step 5) that sum most closely to the subscore information target value (step 4) associated with that passage. In addition, some item level content constraints may have to be satisfied as well. This step required an integer programming problem to be solved.

7. Repeat steps 4-6 for the remaining two passages.

**CAT Algorithms**

Although the term CAT is often used rather generically, the performance of a CAT can vary greatly depending upon the particular algorithms used. The algorithms we used in the simulation follow those described in Thompson, Davey, and Nering (1998), in which a discrete item math test was simulated. For this simulation, the following options were employed using the 3PL model. The number of items administered was fixed, with the first and third passages containing nine items each and the other two passages containing eight each. The estimation algorithm for the provisional ability estimate was EAP, and the final ability estimate was computed by maximum likelihood. No exposure control was used at the passage level, as exposure control is enforced by the random assignment of passage sets to examinees. This assumes that the frequency of passage use is equally distributed throughout the passage set pool. Item exposure was controlled with the Sympson-Hetter (1985) method, except in the case of the first passage administered where the items were selected randomly. Although there exist several more sophisticated exposure control procedures, Sympson-Hetter is probably good enough for
our purposes since our primary concern is that the exposure rates of the reading passages are controlled for.

Finding the Ideal Passage Set Pool

A key step in implementing the routing passage CAT design was to insure that passages were administered with equal frequency. We specified the number of passage sets in our passage set pool to be 48. The number 48 was chosen because it was small enough that content specialists could still review all of the possible combinations of passages that could be administered to an examinee and would result in each of the 32 passages being used one-eighth of the time. The task was to select 48 passage sets out of the 104249 that met the information requirements so that when the passage sets are administered at random the distribution of passage use will be nearly uniform. Passage administration rates can be predicted by finding the marginal probabilities of administration for each of the two routing paths in a passage set. We refer to these probabilities as path probabilities. We estimated the path probabilities for each of the acceptable passage sets by administering the routing passage to 1000 simulated examinees whose ability parameters were drawn from a multivariate standard normal distribution. With the path probabilities in hand, it is easy to determine the administration rates for each passage for a group of passage sets.

We illustrate this computation by examining a single passage from a passage set. If the passage of interest is the routing passage, its administration rate for that passage set will be 1.0, as everyone receiving that passage set gets the routing passage. The administration rate will also be 1.0 in the atypical case that the passage appears in both paths. If the passage appears in a single path, the administration rate is simply the path probability. If the passage does not appear in the passage set its administration rate is 0. To calculate the overall administrate rate of a
passage for a group of passage sets, the administration rates for the passage are summed over the all of the passage sets in a group, and then the sum is divided by the number of passage sets in the group. In this manner the administration rates for each passage can be calculated for a given group of passage sets. For our test with 48 passage sets and where \( x_{ij} \) is the administration rate for the \( i \)th passage in the \( j \)th passage set, the average administration rate is given by,

\[
\bar{x}_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{48} x_{ij}}{48}.
\]

The measure used to determine the degree of balanced achieved in passage administration rates was simply the sum of squared differences between the actual passage administration rates and the passage administration rates of a completely balanced pool. In the case of the reading test simulated, a perfectly balanced pool would use each passage one-eighth of the time. The equation stating the minimization criterion is,

\[
\min \sum_{i=1}^{32} \left( \bar{x}_i - .125 \right)^2,
\]

where there are 32 passages available.

A least square difference rule seemed more appropriate than, say, a least absolute difference rule, in that a single large difference was a greater concern than several small differences. A large difference would indicate a passage being used either much more frequently or much less frequently than the other passages, raising exposure control concerns for that passage. Having small differences among the passage administration rates was judged to be acceptable.

Although the problem is well defined, finding the 48 passage sets that best balance the passage pool out of the 104,249 passage sets available is somewhat challenging. Examining all
possible combinations \( C(104249,48) \approx 10^{170} \) is not feasible. And standard optimization algorithms do not seem helpful due to the problem's non-linear nature. There seems no way to avoid the heavy combinatorics of problem as finding the optimal solution requires that passage sets be evaluated as a group rather than one at a time. This is analogous to the situation in stepwise regression, wherein adding one variable at a time to the model cannot guarantee that the optimal model will be discovered.

Although there is no procedure for finding the optimal solution, it is not necessary for us to find the absolute best solution. A solution that reasonably balances administration rates would be quite sufficient. To this end, we began a search for a heuristic algorithm that could find an acceptable solution in an efficient manner. One simple method would be to search the solution space randomly and take the best solution found. This method would work well if acceptable solutions occurred relatively frequently in the solution space. As we report below, however, even searching several billion random combinations failed to find an acceptable result. Instead, we began looking at algorithms somewhat akin to stepwise regression, something that combined the idea of a random search with the idea of evaluating passages sets for inclusion one at a time.

The following outline briefly describes an algorithm that produces satisfactory results.

1. Select 48 passage sets at random from the pool available. The selected passage sets make up the selected pool and the remainder forms the unselected pool.
2. Proceed through the following steps.
   a. Cycle through all the passage sets of the unselected pool, starting in a random location. For each of the passage sets in the unselected pool, determine if swapping it with any of the passage sets in the selected pool would improve the
objective function. If it does then make the swap. If the swap does not change the objective function then make the swap with probability .5.

b. Take the current solution and compare it to the previous best solution. If the previous best solution is better, then use that as the selected pool.

c. For each passage set in the selected pool, replace it with a random passage from the unselected pool with probability .2. This step is only done every 15 iterations.

3. Iterate to step 2 as often as desired.

The algorithm above generally finds an acceptable solution after only a few iterations, but we let the algorithm run for several hundred iterations to try and find a better solution. Figure 1 gives the administration rates for the best solution that we have currently found to date. The administration rates vary from .090 to .149 as compared to ideal value of .125, and the total sum of squares value was .0096. Although we find this variation acceptable for our purposes, it is certainly possible that a superior solution exists. As a baseline of comparison, the best solution from a random search of several billion combinations had a sum of squares value of .1733 and administration rates that varied from .012 to .252. The algorithmic method not only found a vastly superior solution compared to the random search method, but it also took less computer time.

**Matching Target Information Functions**

A simulation study was conducted to examine the success of the specific item selection procedure to the passage-based test under examination. The study is not yet complete, and at this time only the match to target information will be presented.

Before discussing the results, though, we make a couple of notes concerning the figures. The results for the information functions described below are conditional on a unidimensional
approximation of true ability. The true ability approximation was constructed by first finding the unidimensional 3PL ability with response probabilities that best matched the response probabilities corresponding to the MIRT model that represented truth in the simulation (see Thompson et al., 1998). This was done for the overall score and both subscores using all of the items in the pool. The true ability approximations were then rescaled to true scale scores, using the same transformations that would be used for an operational test. The individual points in the plots represent 5000 simulees at each of the true scale score levels.

The match-to-target information functions are presented in Figure 2. The information plots in Figure 2 indicate how closely the information obtained in the CAT simulation matches the target information functions of the overall score and subscores. In addition to the target information functions, the plots also give the obtained 3PL information function of the CAT items using the best unidimensional ability based on the true MIRT ability. For the most part, the target information functions and the unidimensional approximation of the true information functions were quite similar, indicating that the CAT matched the targets on average.

**Summary and Future Directions**

Numerous complications surfaced during the design of the reading comprehension CAT. The main finding of the study was that the use of specific information item selection greatly aided the efforts of creating a CAT that met all the requirements of content specialists while at the same time controlling measurement precision. The requirements of the content specialists, particularly the need to review passage sets ahead of time and the desire to allow examinees to preview items within a passage, severely constrained the degree of adaptivity that could be implemented in the test. The lack of adaptivity in turn caused difficulties in selecting a passage set pool that insured that the target information function could be met for examinees of all ability
levels. And an algorithm needed to be devised to ensure that administration rates would be equally distributed among the passages.

We feel, however, that it was well worth the trouble to resolve these complications for the following reasons. Under the current design, content specialists are able to review the combination of passages examinees can see beforehand, which ensures that each examinee will be administered a test that meets content requirements. Examinees can preview/review items within a passage, an almost essential requirement for a test of reading comprehension where the stimulus is fixed. Exposure control is done automatically at the passage level. And measurement precision can be specified almost exactly due to the use of specific information item selection.

The previous point mentioned, that a target information function can be specified ahead of time and be matched precisely, has yet to be fully examined. This study gives evidence that the target information functions for the reading tests can be fairly well matched on average across the ability scale, but no evidence was presented to show that this finding would hold for all simulated examinees within each score category. We are actively investigating this question, as the success of specific information item selection depends upon the precise measurement of each individual examinee.
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Figure 1: Passage Administration Rates for Best Solution, Best Random Solution, and Ideal Solution.
Figure 2: Target and Obtained Unidimensional Information Functions
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